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Clients can now collaborate on a document that is in the Request grid (a document that 
is not yet Accepted and Published).   All documents in the grid can be collaborated on, 
even those existing before upgrading to this feature, by Locking and Unlocking the 
document. 
 
Here is how a Portal User would interact with collaborating with a document. 

 

Portal User Experience 
1 Portal User upload a document(s) to the Portal site as usual. 
2 The Requested Documents displays.  The REPLACE button is now called EDIT. 

 
3 If portal user clicks EDIT, the document is streamed to the user and the document becomes locked, 

meaning an internal user cannot edit it.  The EDIT button changes to REPLACE. 
 
There is also an UNLOCK button if the user decides not to make any changes. 

 
 

4 When document is ready to be sent back, the User clicks REPLACE which will replace the document and 
unlock the document.  The EDIT button will now display. 

 
5 If the document is currently being edited by an internal User, the EDIT button will be disabled. 

 
Internal User Experience 
1 Requests will have an Edit button to the right of the Document name. 
2 When the internal User clicks Edit, the document opens in “Direct Mode” for editing.  The edit button will 

change to say Unlock. 
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If the User is not in “Direct Mode” or in Chrome without iChannelDesk running, the User will receive a 
pop-up message. 

 
3 After the document has been changed and saved, the User clicks Unlock.  A prompt will appear so a 

message (optional) can be included in the email sent to the relevant portal User(s).  (Currently, this is a 
simple JavaScript prompt but can be upgraded to JQuery dialog or Bootstrap modal). 

 

 
 

The button returns to Edit, and the document is unlocked, now the document can be edited by both the 
internal and external users. 

 
4 Multi-document unlock is available. 
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5 If the document is currently being edited by the portal user, the EDIT button would instead say LOCKED 
but will still be enabled.  If clicked, a warning message will appear that the user is currently updating the 
document and will unlock if confirming. 

 

 
6 The Portal User will get an email when documents are Locked. 

 
Or Unlocked 

 
7 The internal user can also start a Request with document(s) attached to the requestor by selecting one or 

more documents and choosing “Create Portal Request” from the gear menu. 
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8 Choosing this option will take the user to the Activity page to create the new request.  The document 

titles will be listed. 

 
 

The NEW request type “Request” and the Entity are pre-selected. 

 
9 The user will enter the Activity name, Item, Note, and Date.  Only one request can be created when there 

are documents to attach.  Thus, the Add button is gone.  Once the request is created, the Request grid will 
refresh showing the new document. 
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